An HLA-DR/DP recombinant family involving DPw6. Evidence for cross-reactivity between DPw6 and GNN2B.
HLA typing of an HLA-B/GLO recombinant family using bulk-expanded DP(SB) alloreactive T-cells (GNN1 to 6) as well as conventional HLA-ABC, D, DR, and DQ typing showed that a paternal recombination had taken place between HLA-DR and DQ on the one hand and HLA-DP(SB) on the other. The recombinant child was DPw4,6-heterozygous and differed in terms of class II determinants only for DPw6 from two otherwise HLA identical siblings, who were probably DPw4/4-homozygous. These siblings did not stimulate the recombinant in MLC whereas they responded to his cells indicating that DPw6 can stimulate in primary MLC. Moreover, it was possible to generate and bulk-expand DPw6-reactive lymphocytes (PLs) between MT and MA as responders and BN as stimulator. The correlation coefficient (r) between the reaction of these PLs and the GNN6 (anti-DPw6) reagents was 1.0 when tested against a panel of 71 individuals. This is the first report demonstrating that the DPw6 gene, like the DPw1-w5 genes, is located between DR/DQ and GLO. The frequency of the DPw6 antigen in 41 unrelated, randomly selected Danes was 7%. HLA-DP typing of the BN family revealed that the DPw6 positive but not DPw6 negative family members gave intermediate responses with one (GNN2B) but not with another (GNN2A) anti-DPw2-reagent. Studies of 63 healthy individuals (unrelated to the BN family) revealed seven similar discrepancies between GNN2A and GNN2B. Strikingly, all four DPw6 positive stimulators gave rise to such discrepancies indicating that the GNN2B reagent is cross-reactive and recognize a common part of the DPw2 and DPw6 molecules. No cases of GNN2A+/GNN2B- stimulators were found.